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From the Editor’s desk……
Change is a reality of life. It is all pervasive.
Changes take place not only in one’s personal
life, but even in the work place, in the
environment or for that matter in the weather
conditions. We all know the famous saying /
simile “ to change like the weather”. As we
move on through the various stages of life,
we encounter ‘change’ every now and then.
Life changes for everyone as a result of the
experiences we have. If we choose to look at
it positively, each experience makes us learn something new and equips
us better, to adapt to the changes around us. As one would say, “Change
is always for the better”. It is advisable to change one’s self according
to the changes taking place around or else one tends to start moving
towards extinction.
‘CHANGE’ being the theme of this issue, here we bring you articles,
by MECIT students and faculty and how they perceive “CHANGE” in
various aspects of life. The “In Focus” and “Voices” sections focus on
some of MECIT’s outstanding students who have done us proud with
their achievements. “Students’ Space” carries essays adjudged as the
best, from those written by students of the Foundation Programme for
the Dhow Essay/ Paragraph Writing Competition, Fall 2011. In addition
we have a new section on “Entertainment” apart from the usual Arabic
Features, Expressions (with students’ articles), Features (with articles
from MECIT’s Faculty) and the Events and News Roundup to update you
on what has been happening in and around MECIT. Hope you enjoy
reading this issue.
To conclude, I’d like to quote from Dr. Spencer Johnson’s book, Who
Moved My Cheese, a simple parable which reveals some profound truths
that we all must accept and be prepared for:
“The Handwriting on The Wall: Change Happens, Anticipate Change,
Monitor Change, Adapt to Change Quickly, CHANGE, Enjoy Change!
Happy reading!

Deepali Bhatnagar
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1 IN FOCUS
THE BUDDING FASHION DESIGNERS OF MECIT
- Amit Chotrani

This year 4 students from MECIT’s Department of Creative Technology had undertaken
Project II, which is their BSc graduating project in Fashion Techology. In their graduating
project, they developed a complete collection of 5 garments each, in 15 weeks. The
designs of the garments were based on the themes chosen from those done by them in
their prerequisite module, called Concept Development.
It began with brainstorming sessions by the students which happens to be an important
part of a designer’s daily life. It helped them to figure out the theme and subject which
inspired them the most and then they started with their research about the theme, the
mood, trends for the coming season, colors, fabrics, trimmings and the target consumer.
Each student developed five looks for their collection inspired by their chosen themes.
These students were then selected by the jury members of Muscat Fashion Week to
showcase their collection for preview in the Muscat Fashion Week’s 2012 edition.
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All the 4 collections had an overreaching sense of sophistication and optimism. That is how I read all
those fit and flare silhouettes from Safa; the collection of Ruqaiya was an ode to femininity; Ziyana’s
collection was modern and edgy, and finally Khalsa’s collection was high on glamour. Here is a sneek
peak into these budding designers collections:
Sunrise (Shuruq) by Ziyana Jahad
Ziyana’s collection is named Sunrise and she took her
inspiration from her native place in Sharqiya, which a region
in Oman and is known as the land where the sun’s rays gently
touch the land and it’s there that the sun rises first in this part
of the world.
For her collection, she has worked with traditional fabrics and
embellishments. From silhouettes to embroidery, everything
was inspired by the traditional costumes of Sharqiya region.
The collection presented was very demure and ready to wear
with impeccable finishing and thought process. All the five
looks presented a variety of separates for modern women and
at the same time there was a very fine thread connecting all
the pieces together and making it cohesive. The overall look
was minimal and very clean with the perfect hemlines for the
season.

Luxurious Frasha by Al Sayida Ruqaiya Al Busaidi
The name of Ruqaiya’s collection is synonymous with luxury
as are her aesthetics. Her collection is called Luxurious Farasha
which means luxurious butterfly. For her first collection she took
inspiration from the wings of a butterfly and turned them into
beautiful and romantic sleeves for her collection of dresses and
abayas. The collection was embellished with Swarovski crystals,
semi-precious stones and hand painting.
The overall look of the collection was flowing, romantic and very
luxurious, with colors such as blue, black, purple and pink. There
was a beautiful dress with a bow detail at the waist embellished
with Swarovski crystals with an empire waistline that looked
very luxurious and feminine. Here are her looks from Muscat
Fashion Week 2012.
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Merge by Safa Gulam Nabi
Safa’s collection ‘Merge’ was an amalgam of Hippy
and Omani culture. The concept which inspired and
moved her was freedom of thought and movement,
which she incorporated in clothes in forms of loose
and flowy silhouettes of angel sleeves, penguin
pants, pencil skirts and loose tops. The collection
was embellished with crystals, machine embroidery
in gold and silk thread with tassels and beads. The
overall look of the collection was edgy and kind of
grown up glamour. There was one blue ensemble
having a halter top and divided skirt which was
worn by Fashion TV presenter on day 3 of the Muscat
Fashion Week.

Ahalam by Khalsa Al Shammakhi
Khalsa’s collection was inspired by the bewitching world of
dreams of a young girl. Her collection was having a vibe of 20’s
jazz and 70’s disco, which created a look which was very femme
Fatale. The entire collection was embellished with bead work,
crystals, resham or silk embroidery and semi-precious stones.
The overall look of the collection was glamorous, young and
expensive. She used clever detailing in her garments like
charming pale silk and lace with loads of sparkling stones.
There was a feeling of old school glamour with the refreshing
silhouettes. The collection was really like a dream with all of its
hand work and fineness.

MOVING TOWARDS A NEW DIRECTION:
THE RISING STARS OF MECIT
Khadija Salim Al Sulaimi, a student of multimedia specialization,
MECIT, won the 1st Prize and an award under the category ‘Future
Filmmakers’, in the 7th Muscat International Film Festival on 31st
March 2012. She was awarded a cash prize of USD $ 5000 along with
the award trophy.
She prepared a documentary film on Muttrah Souq, titled
“Masterpieces of the Omani Capital”.
Her film was selected among 170 films submitted under this
category. Last year she had won 2nd prize in the national level short
film competition conducted by SQU.
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FROM A PROMISING MECIT-IAN
-Mohamed Yahya AL RIyami
My name is Mohamed Yahya Al Riyami and I’m 23 years old. I’m a
student at the Middle East College of Information Technology (MECIT)
majoring in Hardware Network Engineering. After my journey to
the United States last July, for the MEPI Student Leaders Program,
I have a new understanding of American civilization and culture
and a better understanding of how they developed their country in
the past 200+ years. I was quite impressed by their development
in various sectors such as media and welfare. Learning about the
United States’ history also made me appreciate Oman even more – to
see how far we have come in just a little over 40 years! Of course, all
countries still have ways in which they need to develop and improve themselves. I have not
yet seen a “perfect country.”
Upon returning to Oman, I was tasked with developing a project that addressed an area of
concern in my own country. I chose to address the issue of raising awareness for children
with special needs. Though we have facilities set-up to assist children with special needs, I
feel that many people do not think about the life these children have – limited resources and
even sometimes limited love. During the Muscat Festival, I had a chance to talk with the Oman
Association for the Disabled, and I asked them in what areas they are lacking. They explained
that the country is extremely supportive, but it can be quite difficult to reach the general
public to promote awareness and educate them about these special children. Through this
information, I would like to start an awareness campaign on Facebook that addresses these
issues. As this “online awareness” develops, I would eventually like to hold events such as a
“charity walk,” for example.
During our MEPI alumni reunion in Jordan, six months after our experience in the U.S., I had
a chance to share my ideas with my colleagues from around the region. I received very good
feedback and additional ideas that will hopefully help me to implement my project. My
experience as an MEPI Student Leader has really equipped me with skills to set goals and
create action plans. In addition, the way I approach problems is different. I now go through
a very clear thought process of identifying the problem or issue, figuring out the causes or
factors leading to the problem, assessing what can be done to address the factor(s) and then
creating steps that can be implemented to overcome the problem. I think all people essentially
have the ability to do this, but sometimes it can be hard to organize our thoughts and think
things through step-by-step. Though I received a certificate for my participation in this MEPI
Student Leaders Program, the most important things for me were the amazing friendships and
colleagues I met on this program – I will never forget it!

THE CHANGING FACE OF OMAN

Deepali Bhatnagar

Change is a part of life and is something that is inevitable. The positive side is
that it initiates progress and development and when I talk about the changing
face of Oman, I would like to discuss it in this perspective. I have spent a major
part of my life in this peaceful and beautiful country and have seen it change
from what it was in the early years of its development to what it is now.

There has been vast development in the infrastructure, with the construction of several highways,
roads, flyovers, bridges and residential and official buildings, in the last few years. The Khor Al Batah
Suspension Bridge in Sur, in the Sharqiyah region, which can be termed as a landmark of architecture
and tourism, is ample proof of that. The National Geographic, in its book, ‘Secret Journeys of a
Lifetime’, has listed it as one of the “top ten best views in the world”. It has also been placed 4th in
the top tourist destinations for the month of April 2012. The Wadi Dayqah Dam in Quriyat, built to
harness wadi and rain water, is another step towards the fast development taking place in Oman.
The latest addition to this list is the beautifully built architectural marvel, the Muscat Opera House.
Not only has there been a facelift in the appearance of all the towns and cities, but a visible change
in the general outlook of the people, can also be felt. Tourism has also developed in a big way with
heritage sites being well preserved and traditions and culture being given due respect. There are a
number of tourist attractions that attract tourists from all over the world. The Muscat Festival held
every year in Muscat, is another platform that showcases the changes that are taking place in the
country and the strides being made in all fields.
Oman has made its presence felt in almost all areas, be it sports, fashion industry, film festivals at an
international level, fine arts or the petroleum industry. Industries like production of plastics, export
of dates and Omani halwa have also gained prominence. There has been a tremendous change
in the standard of education with school and college education being made available to a larger
section of the youth, than before. Also, equal opportunity being given to the female population in
education and the job scene are a definite indication of change in thinking and mind-set.
Health services have also greatly improved; hospitals are better equipped and located in nearly
all regions of the Sultanate. The revenue collected from the oil exports is largely being used for
enhancing educational services, health services and development of infrastructure. In contrast
to what it was before the 1970s, Oman is now a progressive and fast developing nation, gaining
prominence not only in the Middle-East or the Gulf region but having friendly ties with almost all
countries of the world. CHANGE can be observed and felt in all aspects of life in Oman. For this, one
has to salute the farsightedness and able governance of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said, for
whom the love of his country and his people knows no bounds.

FEATURES

My tryst with Oman began several years back, in the mid-1980s, when my
husband, a medical doctor, was selected to take up a job assignment here. I
have been witness to the extensive development and incredible changes that
have taken place in this land, over the years, and believe me, I have admired
the fast pace at which things have changed over time.
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EMPLOYING YOURSELF - A BIG CHANGE!

									- Kakul Agha

Changes are part of our life, we live through them! It is often heard that
change is there to be and hence it is very crucial to understand the
importance and value of change. In contemporary business life and
academic world, changes are becoming evident. Of late, the academic
world has started talking about “Entrepreneurs” and not just “employees”.
This is a change that is there to stay!
Since childhood most people aspire to become employees in reputed
organisations but seldom they think of setting up their own organisation.
Many parents expect from their children, the same thing. Why is it like
this? Is it too risky or is it the change that scares people to move from being an employee to
becoming an employer?
In the current economic and financial scenario people are moving towards changing from being
an employee to employing themselves. Not only developed and developing economies but
educational institutions are also pointing towards this change. This means that we are changing
– changing our skills and abilities of playing the role of an employee in an organisation to being
a risk taker and setting up an entrepreneurial venture. The knowledge and skill sets required
to become an entrepreneur differ and hence there should be a change in the education
system too. Not only the international academic bodies but even the Ministry of Higher
Education in the Sultanate of Oman is talking about the importance of engraving components
of entrepreneurship in the higher education curriculum within the country. The latter even
conducted a three day conference inviting international guests / speakers to emphasize on the
very crucial and inevitably important topic of ‘Entrepreneurship and Education System’.
The change of an individual’s thought process from aspiring to become an employee to thinking
and planning to become an entrepreneur is something worth mentioning in this article.
Employing oneself is important as it enables us to develop new skill sets and capabilities. It
helps generate revenue for the nation and employ several jobseekers. Hence in a way it reduces
dependence on public and private organisations. It enables you to think positively and more
diversely in the interest of people around you, i.e. your immediate society! Needless to mention
that it requires individuals not only to have an understanding of what to do and how to do it
but also the ability to take accounted and unaccounted risks. Contrary to this the employee
nature revolves around being happy about the pay cheque coming to the bank each month; the
entrepreneur is prepared for profits and losses in business. Hence the fear of falling is minimal
amongst entrepreneurs. This is a great change in the attitude and personality of an individual
and this is the need of the hour! This is the change that Oman is looking forward to in the Omani
youth – from being an employee to employing yourself!
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JOURNEY OF LEARNING

				

- Maha Abasaid

There are certain impressions of uncertainty and confusion that often worry students
throughout their learning journey. Each student thinks that he is the only one who
experiences these undisclosed feelings. Various scholars such as Wellington, Bathmaker,
Hunt, McCulloch & Sikes (2005) highlighted these impressions of uncertainty, unexpected
tension and more importantly the fear of ‘looking silly. They even associated the whole
process of studying with being comfortable with the uncomfortable.
Wellington (2005) found it common for postgraduate students and occasionally
undergraduates to be juggling many roles in the same spectrum of a student, researcher
and sometimes someone with a full time or a part time job. In addition to their challenging
academic life, mature students have demanding social and personal responsibilities that
they have to oblige to.
The interesting writings of Wellington (2005), Lee (2008), and Azuma (2003) offer some
practical and useful guidelines that could be of help to many students. Developing writing
and effective learning strategies by different means, improving organizational skills and the
importance of interpersonal skills are all related points that were emphasized by the above
scholars. Other points, such as originality, critical thinking, time management, and flexibility
are of the same importance too. Family and friends’ support, in addition to staying healthy,
are additional points that were mentioned by the above scholars in order to make things
more comprehensible and approachable for students during their challenging learning
journey.
Azuma (2003) regarded writing as an important communication skill for students and
researchers, it is a skill that should be worked on and mastered. For a piece of writing to
be evidently effective, it should reflect cohesiveness, consistency, logicality , use of clear
standard English where meanings are not troubled or clouded by language. A lso texts
should make sense with no hints of ambiguity or contradictions.
Also Wellington et al. (2005) suggested keeping logs, diaries and journals during the
learning journey. For Wellington et al. (2005) and Lee (2008) such a process of reflection and
reflexivity can clarify confusion, enhance productive thinking and record ‘Eureka moments.
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Establishing a good network of support with family, fellow students and academic staff is of value
to students. Wellington et al, (2005) advise to work with fellow students as ‘critical friends’, where
comments and feedback are to support the ‘voyage of discovery’ as it has been described by Lee
(2008) who referred to the term ‘communities of practice’ as another means of support. Here a group
of involved learners work on developing their shared practice interest. For Lee (2008) whether
studying off or on campus the need for a good support from the academic and administrate staff is
essential. They need to be receptive and open to the challenges that encounter students during their
journey.
So managing and accomplishing any studies, is not only about academics, there are other technicalities
around it that are of equal importance. It is very common for a mature student to be juggling many
roles at the same time as has been described by Wellington et al. (2005). So organization and time
management are essential skills that need to be carefully implemented during the whole course of
study along with a good grip on academics.

MY PERCEPTIONS AND PLEASANT
EXPERIENCES AT MECIT
- Dr. Perfecto G. Aquino, Jr.

Just like anyone who is a foreigner or new in the system, one would really
wonder and get lost in a quite complex, technology-based institution called
“MIDDLE EAST COLLEGE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ‘’ or MECIT in short. On
the contrary, as a new faculty member of this prestigious institution situated in
the capital city of Muscat, in the Sultanate of Oman, I immediately felt at home
in this college, simply because there is a system that truly works to help us do
our job more efficiently and effectively.
During my first few days in the college, I was a bit adamant and hesitant to
ask for help from anyone about how to upload something onto Moodle and
all but I found out that everybody was truly friendly and supportive. With the
mentorship program of the college, all the new staff were acquainted with all the things that one
must know to take his/her first step and do his/her work.
My able colleagues in the Business Studies department and even co-employees from other
departments are very helpful, and are willing to extend their assistance to any newcomer to get into
the system instantly. Staff, students, co-teachers and heads of various offices are unselfishly giving
their assistance and continuous support to any staff whose vision is one and the same in translating
the vision of the college, which is to enhance the learning experiences of the students.
In toto, I am indeed very proud and honored to be a part of the MECIT Family, where one can be
on his own and enjoy academic freedom .The college is committed to preparing the students to be
globally competitive in the business world. Also, it is truly a great pleasure to be partly instrumental
in bringing its lofty mission to life in this highly competitive and demanding time, as MECIT is focused
on excellent international education.
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EC-COUNCIL SCHOLARSHIP AT MECIT

Arun N Shankarappa

EC-Council is a leading international certification body in
information security that provides completely vendor neutral
tactical security programs. MECIT is an EC-Council Academic
Partner and authorized training center. Students and staff can
get access to materials and exam vouchers that enable them
to complete various industry recognized certifications. 100
students have got scholarship for completing ECSS and ENSA
certification for the current academic year.
EC-Council Certified Security Specialist (ECSS) allows
students to enhance their skills in three different areas namely information security,
network security, and computer forensics. Information security is a state of affairs where
information, information processing, and communication are protected against the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information and information processing.
Network security is the process of preventing and detecting the unauthorized use of
computer. It protects the networks and their services from the unauthorized modification,
destruction, or disclosure. Computer forensics is the process of detecting hacking attacks
and properly extracting evidence to report the crime and conduct audits to prevent future
attacks. Computer forensics is the application of computer investigation and analysis
techniques in the interests of determining potential legal evidence.
The EC-Council Network Security Administrator (ENSA)
EC-Council’s ENSA certification looks at the network security with a defensive view. The
ENSA program is designed to provide fundamental skills needed to analyze the internal
and external security threats against a network, and to develop security policies that will
protect an organization’s information. Students will learn how to evaluate network and
internet security issues and design. They will also learn how to implement successful
security policies and firewall strategies. In addition, they will learn how to expose system
and network vulnerabilities and defend against them.
The Department of Computing at MECIT has got scholarship from EC-Council for 100 kits
comprising of ECSS and ENCA which includes exam voucher and online course material.
These courses will be delivered to students free of cost along with web based interactive
material. Students can take an online exam and after successful completion will get
certificates that are recognized worldwide. Also staff members from both Computing
and Electronics are given kits on ENSA, ECSSS, Forensics (CHFI) , Secure Computer User
Specialist (SCUS), Project Management (PMIT) and Certified Ethical Hacking (CEH).
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COMO ON THE JOB TRAINING PROGRAM FOR BIT &
MBA (IT)STUDENTS
Al Hussain Al Musawi
COMO Facilities Management Services (FMS), a company
located in KOM 4 approached the Placement and Industry
Relations Unit seeking Business & IT and MBA(IT) students to
participate in their on the job training program.
COMO FMS is a Full Facilities Management Services company
based in Qatar. The company was formed in August 2002,
specializing in the field of support services, providing expertise,
management, distribution and logistics support in various
fields. Recently the Public Establishment for Industrial Estates
(PEIE) has signed a joint venture with COMO FMS, to provide
operation and maintenance services to its utilities and common areas in various industrial
estates throughout the Sultanate.
On January 30, 2012 Mr.Ayad, the General Manager of COMO FMS, organized a
presentation about COMO and its on the job training program, to the BIT and MBA (IT)
students. Messages were sent out to 188 BIT students and around 231 PG students. About
25 students registered and attended the presentation.
The idea of COMO’s on the job training program is about converting academic theoretical
aspects into real life situations to give the students the chance to implement what they
have studied on real life cases. Their main task was to open a new coffee shop located in
KOM 4, and they had to start everything right from the scratch. COMO divided the setting
up of the upcoming outlet into two stages that the students themselves had to work
for. The first stage was the Market Research stage, and the second one was the Business
Development stage. Basically the students had to decide what type of food should be
served, work on the arrangement and layout of the place, set marketing and promotional
strategies and do product pricing. They could continue working in the outlet on part time
basis after the set up was complete. Of course, all of this was decided after analysing the
market research.
The coffee shop opened on the 1st of March,2012, and during a period of one month the
students had to finish everything and be ready for the grand opening. To quote Mr Ayad:
“This is a pilot program. COMO has a lot of projects coming up in KOM area that will need
a lot of manpower, so we will be having similar programs in many disciplines other than
management and we are looking forward to having Omani students become a part of
these upcoming projects”.

SHELL CAREER AWARENESS PROGRAM FOR MECIT
STUDENTS
Middle East College of Information Technology (MECIT) organized the Shell Career Awareness
Program (CAP) on October 31, 2011, in the college auditorium.
With the right balance of academic and extracurricular activities, MECIT is closely pursuing its
new vision of ‘Inspiring Creative Minds’. MECIT has committed itself to the holistic development of
students. In addition to the thorough training received in academics, students are provided with a
platform for overall personality development with emphasis on acquiring social skills and a positive
attitude towards the future.
The workshop was conducted by Mr. Ali Al-Farsi, a senior consultant from Prosper Management
Consultancy. The larger objective of the workshop was to make students aware of the key skills and
competencies valued in the job market, to have a general understanding on the Career opportunities
available in the local and regional market, to learn simple self-development tools and to better the
prospects of getting a job by honing interview skills, C.V. preparation etc.
A wide audience including 60 MECIT students, staff, and faculty, representing different specializations
and departments, attended the workshop.
Mr. Saleha Salim Al-Kasbi, a student from MECIT said, “It was a great learning experience for me. Now
I have a clear understanding of what the employers are looking for and more confident of attending
interviews in future.” He also added, “The workshop was fun and interactive, and I will recommend all
the students expected to graduate to attend this workshop as it will change their perspective on job
hunting and way of thinking”.

CV MAKING AND TIPS FOR ATTENDING INTERVIEWS
CONDUCTED BY ISCM
The Charity Wing of the Indian Social Club Muscat (ISCM) organized a workshop on “CV Making and
Tips for Attending Interviews” on the October 4, 2011. The event was held at the Indian Social Club
hall in Darsait. The workshop was conducted for Oman’s final year students and fresh graduates. A
large number of students from different universities and colleges participated in this programme. The
resource persons were HR representatives from Morison Muscat and Khimiji Ramdas. The workshop
was split into two sessions : the first session was about CV writing and the second one was about
attending interviews.
The same event was conducted again on December 25, 2011, in MECIT. The event was only for
MECIT final year students and current graduates. This time the workshop was conducted by HR
representatives of Bank Muscat, Khimji Ramdas, and The Wave. The workshops were interactive and
the students got a chance to learn more about professional CV writing and how to pass interviews
successfully.
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ITA SUMMER IT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR GRADUATED
AND EXPECTED TO GRADUATE STUDENTS
ITA in collaboration with MECIT, organized summer IT training program to further support
the IT human capital development in Oman, with special emphasis to the IT job seekers. They
conducted specialized IT Training courses in MECIT for about 60 students, 30 from MECIT and 30
from other universities and colleges. These courses were conducted in MECIT labs.
The course conducted in MECIT was the Microsoft Certified IT Professional - Server Administrator
(MCITP-SA) that was delivered in three stages for three batches of 20 students. This was done
with the help of Exceed Academy, as one of the benefits of the Government of Oman - Microsoft
Enterprise Agreement, who provided the instructors, course material and exam vouchers. The
ITA Summer IT training program was offered to the students for free. All costs were covered by
ITA.
The course outline:
Order
1
2
3
4
5
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Course Description
Configuring, Managing and Maintaining Windows Server
2008 Servers
Configuring and Troubleshooting a Windows Server 2008
Network Infrastructure
Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows Server® 2008
Active Directory® Domain Services
Configuring and Troubleshooting Identity and Access
Solutions with Windows Server 2008 Active Directory
Planning for Windows server 2008 Servers

Number of Days
5
5
5
3
3

STAFF ACTIVITIES CLUB @ MECIT
					

Kakul Agha

The Staff Activities Club was constituted at MECIT at the start of Fall 2011 by the Talent Management
Office (TMO), under the able guidance of the Dean. The Staff Satisfaction Survey 2011 data revealed
that staff members felt that they had little opportunity to interact through informal forums /
gatherings to conduct or host non-academic extra-curricular activities in the campus. Hence after
discussion and deliberation, the Staff Activities Club was constituted.
The club intends to provide a common platform for MECIT staff members to interact, enjoy and
showcase their skills and talent, beyond their academic and administrative roles, in the college campus
and improve the MECIT inter-department interaction process. A lot of creativity and innovation has
been imbibed in the activities chosen by the Staff Activities Club. The club offers intellectual, sports
and cultural events.
The Staff Activities Club was initiated through a Cricket Tournament and Football Tournament for the
male members of the college. There was immense appreciation, for the event and 6 teams played the
game in various rounds to reach the finals. The winners for the Cricket Tournament were “The Titans”
whereas for the Football tournament was won by “The Spartans”.
Another very interesting event conceived by the Staff Activities Club was the Staff Quiz. The open
quiz competition “Brain Bowl 2011” was hosted for all the staff members on 22nd and 29th December
2011. The “Maafi Mushkila” team [Dr.Nagesha BK, Ms. Asfiya Khan and Ms. Shyamala] earned laurels
for themselves by being the winners. The runner up team was the “Eurekans” [Mr.Gladwin George,
Mr.Santhosh and Mr. Mohammed Rashid]. The responsibility for preparing questions, deciding on the
pattern for quizzing and conducting the quiz, was given to Ms. Kakul Agha. Mr. Vikas Rao created a
magical impact by using his skills on multimedia and presentation using flash animations.
The Staff Activities Club conducted the “Sports Open Day” for MECIT female staff. Fun sports were the
focus of the day revolving around indoor games like Badminton, Basketball, Tug-o-war, Table tennis,
sack race, yoga and aerobic sessions, games like “Bombing the city” and “Passing the parcel”. It was a
day-long fun and frolic event.
Another very conspicuous event conceived and hosted by Staff Activities Club was an inspirational
talk by Dr Evangelous open to all MECITians. The talk was for an hour on 10th, October 2011.
The whole idea was to connect the staff with each other outside the working context; to help motivate
and entertain the staff; to help reduce the level of work stress and the level of dissatisfaction about
the work and the college on the whole.
Overall the MECITians are enthusiastic about the concept of the Staff Activities Club and are ready
to participate wholeheartedly in the events. This initiative will enhance the communication process
amongst staff members and boost their morale too. Further it will help in improving the job satisfaction
of the members of staff and enable them to achieve a better work life balance in their life.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES BY CAP
- Dhivya Bino
In keeping with MECIT’s mission to have excellence in human resources and creating knowledge, CAP
plans to regularly conduct staff development events and workshops.
A number of workshops and talks were organized from Jan 2012 to March 2012. Guest lectures by
invited guests/experts, as well as workshops conducted by MECIT faculty members, both generic and
discipline specific, were part of this. Guest lectures were delivered by distinguished speakers from
India and the U.S. The following is a briefing on workshops and presentations conducted.
• “Leadership and Education in a Cultural Context” : A two day workshop was conducted by Dr Glenn
Christo, Vice Chancellor, Martin Luther Christian University on 18th and 19th of February 2012.
• A series of workshops and presentations were conducted by the Staff Development team from
Coventry University, UK, who visited MECIT during the period from 20th – 27th Feb, 2012. Prof. Elena
Gaura , Prof. Peter White, Dr. Leon Smalov and Dr. Andrew Turner who were part of this team, facilitated
presentations and group discussions on various topics like “UG & PG Assessments”, “Developing
Research Culture” ,”UG Projects”, “Pervasive Computing”, “Basics of Research Methodology”, “PG
Projects”, “Wireless Sensor Networks” and ”Literature Review and Experimental Research Methods”.
• On 11 March 2012, Dr. Charles Wessner, delivered an interesting talk on the topic “The Global Innovation
Imperative: Opportunities for the Sultanate of Oman”. He also facilitated a group discussion with
the undergraduate and postgraduate students on “Commercializing University Research: Fostering
the 21st Century University” which provided insights on innovation as a concept as well as how to
operationalize it in academic institutions.” Dr. Charles Wessner is the founder and Director of the US
Academy of Sciences, Technology, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship Program.
• MECIT was also honored to have Dr. Elias Carayannis, Professor of Management Science, George
Washington University, Washington, DC, on March 26, 2012 who gave a challenging and interactive
talk discussing “21st Century Knowledge Economies and Societies: The Quadruple Innovation
Helix Ecosystem Architecture - Lessons and Challenges for the Middle East. Dr. Carayannis was also
instrumental in guiding group discussions with the postgraduate students on an extremely vital topic
namely “University-Industry R&D Partnerships”
• The second and third week of March, 2012 were actively filled with a series of sessions on “Literature
Review” jointly conducted by Dr. Nagesha B.K and Dr. Mahdi Nasereddin and “Referencing “conducted
by Ms. Kakul Agha.
• Internal Workshops exclusively for the Department of Computing were also coordinated by CAP on
the topics of “Database Design” by Mr. Shariq Ali Khan, “Network Design” by Mr. Meganathan Ramasamy,
“Software Design” by Mr. Santhosh John and “User Interface Design” by Ms. Shyamala Srinivas. These
were also conducted across the second and third week of March, 2012.
• On February 21, 2012 , CAP also coordinated the activities related to poster presentations of the
current PGCERT cohort .
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MECIT ICT 2011 CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS PUBLISHED
- Kakul Agha
The department of PGSR was given the responsibility for organizing the first International conference
on Applied Information Communications Technology, on 22 and 23 March 2011. The 2 day conference
aimed to provide a forum to explore, understand and exchange approaches for successfully harnessing
the potential of applied ICT through 39 paper presentations and 14 demonstration workshops.
The proceedings carrying an ISBN number have been published through the Allied Publishers and now the
department is in the process of distributing the proceedings to the various stakeholders like the Ministry
of Higher Education, The Research Council and the corporate organisations like Bank Muscat, Nawras LLC
and The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority. Copies of the proceedings are available in the MECIT
library for quick reference.
The 168 page hard bound conference proceedings have a dynamic cover page and carry the details of the
research papers presented during the conference along with the brief on keynote speakers and workshop
presenters. The sponsor logos can be seen on the cover page itself. Further, the Dean’s address has been
placed in the opening of the proceedings. The details of the panel of reviewers and conference team
members have also been incorporated within the proceedings. Overall the proceedings cover all the
crucial information related to the event.

PG CURRICULA CHANGES FROM 12 CP TO 15 CP
Coventry University took a step this year on moving from the 12 credit points programme structure to a
15 credit point structure for PG programs. Credit points and level are linked to local, regional and national
frameworks in the UK, which the Coventry University follows. A credit framework is a means of setting
down the recommended overall credit requirements for specific qualifications. The MBA (IT) programme
at MECIT has also moved to the 15 credit point structure due to which some changes have taken place in
the modules.
The taught modules now carry 15 credit points each, and the dissertation carries 60 credit points. Each
1 credit point means 10 effort hours by the student. This implies that for a module carrying 15 CP, the
student should spend 15 x10 = 150 hours on that module. Generally 30 hours of this time are taught hours
whereas the remaining 120 hours is the time the student is expected to spend in learning the module. The
learning could happen in any form like preparing for classes, doing assessments, reading related sources
for enhanced knowledge or doing experiments in lab, if the module requires.
The dissertation is a huge piece of work and demands larger amount of time, like 600 hours of student
time. A lot of time is spent in attending workshops and dissertation surgery sessions and a good amount of
student time is spent with the dissertation supervisor. The remaining time is spent on review of literature,
data collection and analysis, writing out the dissertation document and final preparation of the document
to be submitted. Hence this new system allows students to spend more time on learning and understanding
the module and hence be better professionals.
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NEWS ROUNDUP
LINGUAQUIZ `2011 by ENGLISH CLUB

The English Club conducted a mega quiz competition named LINGUAQUIZ`2011 for Level 1 Foundation
students in the Spring semester. The competition was held in three stages- preliminary, pre-final and final.
120 students from 16 sessions of Level 1 participated in the preliminary round to form a team of three
members for their respective sessions. The pre-finals for the 16 sessions were held from 21 Nov 2011 to 23
Nov 2011. The mega final was on 20 Dec 2011 and six sessions –D, J, I, L, N and O competed in the finals.
The mega final comprised five rounds-LETTERS, SENTENCES, IMAGES, FORTUNES and LUCKS`N`BRAINS and
the rounds were conducted by the English Club members. Session I represented by Yusra Al Habsi, Nasra Al
Amri and Ghadeer Al Rahbi emerged as the champions of Linguaquiz`2011. Session O represented by Suad
Al Balushi, Fatma Al Sawaii and Amani Al Falahi were the Runners-up

MECIT’S GOT TALENT

This open competition was organized by the English Club at MECIT,
on Saturday, April 14, 2012, to provide the students of the college a
unique opportunity to showcase their talent. The event was a great
success evident from the huge turnout in the auditorium. There
were 19 entries for the competition which included drama, poetry,
songs, dance and painting. The competition was judged by Mr.Said
Al Busaidi, GM, The International Media Institute, Mr.Amit Chotrani,
Head of Department of Creative Technologies, MECIT, Ms. Farah Al
Siyabi and Mr.Rahul Ravella. Those who earned the highest points
from the verdict of the judges and the online poll together became
the winners of the competition .The winners were Marwan Al Hadidi and Qehtan Al Hesny and the runner
up was Anas Al Balushi. The third place went to Munther Al Habsi and Mohammed in the competition. The
English Club members conducted the programme in a professional manner in liaison with the Student
Activities Unit.

BOOK READING GROUP, LANGUAGES CENTRE

The Book Reading Group is an initiative of the English department, taken under the guidance of the Dean,
to promote reading awareness among the faculty. The group was formed on January 18, 2012 with 13 new
members of the department. The modus operandi was that each member should borrow a book from
the library, read it and review the book in the form of a five minute presentation (per month) in the group
meeting. When 13 members review their books per month for the whole semester (3 months), the group
gains an insight into 39 texts. The group had its first set of presentations for February on Wednesday, the
22nd.
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INTENSIVE LIBRARY WEEK
MINISTRY
OFIntensive
DEFENCE
INFO
The MECIT library
organized its ‘7th
Library Week’
from SESSION
7th to 11th April 2012. This annual
event is organized as a readership promotion campaign where a variety of activities are carried out
On July
2011,
the
Armed
Forces Signal
Headquarters,
Ministry
of Defence
(MoD)
visited MECIT
with4,the
help
ofSultan
different
departments
at MECIT.
Students’ group
activities,
training
workshops
and a
and organized
an
info
session
about
the
career
opportunities
in
MoD.
The
event
was
organized
in the
book exhibition of interesting library books, are all part of this week’s activities. This week is dedicated
college
auditorium.
to promote
readership with a view to making the library a valuable resource centre for teaching and
MoDlearning.
representatives
requested the
students to submit
their
resumes
tofaculty
the placement
office
at MECIT.
The
The whole-hearted
participation
of MECIT
students
and
members
makes
this annual
office has already collected 20 resumes from students pursuing various specializations and qualifications.
event a success.
MoD has shortlisted these candidates and informed the placement office that 5 graduates were successful
in getting a job there.

ORPHAN’S DAY

This year the Orphan’s Day was celebrated on April 9, 2012 in the MECIT auditorium and Sports hall.
The event is celebrated annually at MECIT in pursuit of one of its institutional goals of engaging with
the community and social responsibility. It is an initiative taken with the objective of instilling the
concept of love and the noble idea of ‘giving and sharing’ in the minds of the students. His Excellency
Dr. Abdullah bin Nasser Al Harrasi, Chairman, General Authority for Radio and Television, was the chief
guest on the occasion. The event was successful in bringing smiles to the faces of the little children.

Special thanks to

Abdul Rahman

Student Photographer

Special thanks to

Abdul Wahed

Student Photographer
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Snaps by MECIT Photography Club
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STUDENTS’
				 SPACE
MY FIRST YEAR AT MECIT

ASMA MOHAMED AL HABSI - 11F 7445
It is often said, “The beginning is always difficult…” , so my first year at MECIT wasn’t easy for me. There are many
things that changed in every part of my life. What really made my first year more difficult was, that I didn’t have
any idea about how to deal with these changes in the beginning, but now things are going very well.
Studies are one of the most important things that changed for me. Studying at college actually is definitely
different from the secondary school. In secondary school they taught us in Arabic. Except English as a subject,
all other subjects were taught in Arabic, whereas in college, all the studies are in English. This made it difficult
for me to understand teachers and what I was supposed to do.
The one good thing that I liked about college from the beginning was the break. The break in between lessons,
at college, is very long and it is absolutely different from school. However, at the beginning, I didn’t know what
to do with the long break but after a few months I started spending my break in the library, reading books and
doing my assignments. The interesting thing that happened during the classes was group work. I found it a
good way to work together and exchange ideas with each other. In this way we could help students who are
not good in English. Really it was a fantastic year in this aspect.
The second important thing was the way that I had to communicate and deal with others, especially boys.
From primary school until secondary classes, I just knew how to deal with people like me, I mean girls, but in
college we have mixed groups, so I have to deal with boys and girls, which was difficult for me in the beginning,
although now everything is going well . Now I can deal with boys easily and talk to them without hesitating.
Cameras in every corner of the college also used to make me feel a bit uncomfortable. Sometimes I felt as if
someone is behind me all the time and this feeling actually made me very uncomfortable. I did everything very
carefully because I knew that there was someone watching us twenty four hours. Really, it’s not a good feeling
when you think that there are people who are observing all your movements everywhere in the college.
Although my first year at MECIT was a little difficult, I tried hard to make it easy and not to let it affect my studies.
I took all this with confidence and faced this challenge with a smile on my face. I worked very hard at my studies
because, as we all know, life without education is like tea without sugar. However, everything is fine now and I
am doing very well in my studies and also in my way of living with this challenge.
EKHLAS SALIM SAID AL MANDHARI - 11F 7495
In my first year in the Middle East College of Information Technology, I am having a great time and good feeling
because I am studying in a famous college and I know that here they have good teachers and good education.
In this college, I have made many friends and I feel I am in my second home. In this college we have good
teachers and I especially like my Writing teacher a lot, because she pushes us to write more and more and helps
us to learn more. She wants us to be good at writing.
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On the other hand, my Reading teacher is always happy. I always see a smile on his face. He too is a great
teacher and I like him a lot. I remember everything that he teaches us in class in this level. The other teachers
are also great at teaching and I like them too.
I had gone for a visit to other colleges but I found that our college is the best. Our college is more organized
than other colleges and we have all what we need, in this college. In MECIT, they give students a chance to
improve themselves and their skills and be better than before.
As you can see, this is my college and it is much better than I can write. You can imagine how great it is. I love
it and I will try hard to get good marks.
SAFIYA SAIF RASHID AL BATTASHI - 11F 7440
This is my first year at MECIT and I think it will be great. From the first day, I have felt that my studies here will
be great. In the first week itself in MECIT, I found that in this college there are many chances and opportunities
to make yourself successful and be what you want to be .
Also, I think this year at MECIT is going to be the first step to improve my English skills and that will be an
important step as everyone needs to improve their English skills in this day.
Another thing I found was that MECIT aims to provide educational services of an international standard and
the teachers here help the students to be more active by doing the practice exams and doing the assignments.
Furthermore, MECIT gives the students a chance to improve their soft skills also by providing a platform to
participate and enjoy any activity they want. This makes me believe that my first year in MECIT will be perfect.
From my first day in this college till this day I have felt very happy that I chose this college to complete my
studies and get my college education in this institution. I promise that I will work hard to be one of the best
students of this college.

HOW I CELEBRATED EID
ABDULLAH SALIM SULAIMAN AL ZARRAFI - 11F 7803
On the day of Eid, I woke up at 5 o’clock to go to the mosque for the Al Fajer prayer. After the prayer I went
back to my house to get ready for Eid prayer which is the most important practice in Eid.
Then I returned to my house and prepared my clothes for the Eid festival. First of all, I had my breakfast.
After sometime I took a shower and then I wore my beautiful new clothes and sandals. I also used some
nice perfume and sprayed it on myself. After dressing up, I went to the mosque for the special Eid prayer. As
always, we stayed in the mosque for about 30- 40 minutes.
After the prayer was over, I went back to my house to wish my family.
I began by greeting my mother first, then my father and after that I greeted my brothers and sisters. I also
went to my neighbours to congratulate them in their houses.
After that, I went back to my house and stayed there because my relatives and other people were to come
to my house to wish my family. In the afternoon, all of our extended family gathered and ate lunch together.
All my relatives stayed with us for some time and drank coffee and chatted about the Eid celebrations. In the
evening I put on my new T-shirt and jeans and went to a park and later to watch a film at the cinema, with my
friend. Finally, I returned home late in the evening and went to bed and had lovely dreams ……..
That’s how I celebrated Eid this time.
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FATMA RABEAI MARZOOQ AL- SAWAI - 11F7760
As you know, Eid is a special day for people. On this happy occasion, I love to congratulate my family
and my friends. Before Eid, my family and I go to the big souk for shopping. I buy new dress, shoes,
scarf and abaya. I clean my house with my mother and my sisters. We prepare wonderful sweets and
other special food. My father and brother go to the souk to buy sheep and a cow. I go to the parlour
with my sister and my friends. I get face cleaning done and the girls in the parlour make a new hairstyle
for me. When Eid day arrives, on the first day of Eid, my father and brothers go to the mosque for
prayers. My mother, my sisters and I pray in the house. After the prayers, my father cuts the sheep and
cow and my brother and I help him. When we finish this work, I have a shower and I wear a new dress,
shoes and scarf. My mother makes the traditional rice dish,’ arasy’, my father makes a good meat dish
and we sit and eat together with the whole family, in my house. On the second day, we visit our friends
and go to their houses. My friends and I meet in the big garden in my house and do so many things
like dancing and eating. We have special food like Omani Halwa and eat bread and potato. On the third
day, We visit my sister in her house in Ibri. We go for a trip to the beach, play in the sea, and talk and
have a picnic on the beach. It is a little cold on the beach but very pleasant. Then we go to zoo and
sometimes we go to UAE. On the fourth day, we stay at home as people come to visit us on Eid. On this
happy occasion, I love to wish my family, my friends and my teachers. All the people are very happy on
Eid, especially the children.

KHULOOD AL BULUSHI - 11F7953
The celebration of Eid in our family is the same as in other regions in Oman. It could just be different
with different families celebrating it differently . On the first day of Eid we wear new clothes and my
father and my brother slaughter the animal and distribute the meat to friends and family and also
especially to the poor people.On this day, in the morning, we eat delicious food. A special rice dish
called Arsia is prepared and eaten after coming from prayer.On the second day of Eid we have a
barbeque in the morning with all my family members and relatives who visit us. Then we visit our
other relatives. On the third day we have special traditional lunch called shuwa at noon. Sometimes
we go for a picnic with the whole family.
Eid is like a festival and gift from God to all Muslims, all over the world. It is celebrated by all Muslims
for happiness and forgiveness for all the mistakes we have made in our lives.
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OMAN IN THE 21ST CENTURY – THE CHANGES
IN THE LIFE IN OMAN
TAREQ
Since Sultan Qaboos started ruling Oman, many things have changed. Oman is a country that has become
very important to other countries because of its development.
In the past, Oman was a really backward country and underdeveloped. People were only ,living in villages,
in groups. There was no transportation, no jobs. They found food by fishing, hunting and farming. There was
no electricity in the villages, no hospitals or schools. People were studying under the shade of trees because
there were no schools or colleges.
Now, in the span of some 40 odd years, Oman has developed in a big way. From the time when His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos started ruling the country, he has built hospitals, schools, airports and so many other things.
Digging for oil and gas also started. Oman has become so famous from the development that has taken
place. Definitely Oman has become famous for tourism. Many tourists come to Oman to see and observe the
culture and wildlife.
Transportation is also available everywhere in Oman and it has become easy for people to travel from place to
place. People who used to live in the villages have moved to the city to find work or to have better education.
To wrap up, Oman has developed in a big way and it won’t stop here. In the future, Oman will definitely be a
much bigger country in terms of progress, which will make other countries count on it. We are proud of our
country and our great ruler.
MARYAM ALI RASHID AL ALAWI - 10F6679
There are many things that have changed in Oman in the 21st century. The architecture has changed and
become better nowadays. There is a big difference between the lifestyle in the past and in the present.
Firstly the life in Oman in the past was very hard. The style of living was not as easy as it is nowadays .The
people used candles and oil lamps for lighting. They used traditional fans made from palm tree leaves to
keep them cool. Nowadays, most people have electric lights and air-conditioning or large ceiling fans in
their homes, offices and schools.
Secondly, the people in the past needed transportation to visit or contact family and friends, but the
transportation was very slow, so making contact was very difficult. People moved on foot or on donkeys,
horses, or camels to visit relatives. However, nowadays the transportation is very fast and very easy to use.
As we can see there is much more contact between the people not only in Oman but in the whole world.
Nowadays, it is so easy to send a message to your friend and it is delivered in a few seconds. Travel has
become so easy that you can go anywhere by car or by the modern ship or plane.
Finally, life in the past was very simple and the social life was not good like it is nowadays. Perhaps the
people in the past were always in danger searching for their food. However, in the present times, the
people live a good social life and are safe.
In earlier times, many people were fishermen, farmers, handicraft makers and pots makers. Women made
caps and clothes. But at this time, there are many modern schools, modern health care facilities and there
are lots of good job opportunities for men and women.
In my conclusion to my essay, I would like to say that life in Oman in the past was very difficult and simple.
But since the year 1970, there has been huge development in this country. Since the time that His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos Bin Said has ruled the country, Oman has become one of the fast developing and better
countries of the world.
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BETWEEN YESTERDAY AND TODAY …
Nusayba Said Abdullah Mohammed Al Jahwari

Day after day, we see that life has become different from the past. The most
obvious difference is in the use of technology which controls different aspects
of our life. Some people feel that technology is not really important because of
the problems it causes; such as, air pollution and diseases. On the other hand,
some people think that technology is very important in our life because it saves
people’s time and helps to develop the country. Personally, I’m one of those
people who believes that technology is the main core which has changed human
life especially in the last few decades. In this essay, I will write about the reasons
that make technology important in our life.
The first reason why technology is important is that it helps to communicate
and deal with people at any time and in any place. In the past, people used to
meet each other or at least sent somebody to convey their messages, while
nowadays technology could do the work instantly. Internet, telephone and TV
have made life easier for people. For example, if a person travels abroad, he can
communicate with his family very easily through a call or even send a massage
or an e-mail using a mobile phone or a computer. Moreover, he can talk and even
see them by using Internet. Surprisingly, that would not cost a lot.
The second reason why technology is good is that technology is developing
transportation facilities. Through different kinds of technology, people developed
and invented many means of transport like cars, buses, planes, trains etc. These
inventions are very important. They save people’s time because in the past
people travelled by donkeys, camels and horses which took a lot of time. In brief,
the good use of technology enables humans to travel between places within a
few hours.
To sum up, I think that technology is a gift that we should know how to use because
it helps people to communicate with others and has developed transportation
facilities. In addition, technology has many other good effects o n human life,
but these are the most important effects of technology which have helped to
change our life style. This is my point of view.

HOW TO WRITE AN EXAM?
Shireen Muhibullah Abdul Malik

Life today has become so complex because examinations have come to play an important part in
one’s educational career. Examinations are considered so important that most students are afraid of
them. Students will not be afraid if they follow these steps:
First, they have to attend classes regularly. Concentrating in the class and writing notes and revising
them after finishing the classes is helpful because concentrating and revision play a big role in
writing a good exam.
Second, students should prepare a time table and follow it in order to organize their time and
to avoid studying all the modules together because this will confuse them. Then, while studying
they are supposed to study in a quiet and comfortable room with enough light and comfortable
temperature. Furthermore they should not forget the most important thing, which is, eating properly
and of course eating healthy food which will have a positive effect on the body and brain.
Third, they should not overstretch themselves before the exam day. Therefore, they have to take
proper rest on the night before the exam. Some students wake up all night in order to study, thinking
that this is the right way to memorize, but unfortunately this is not good because the brain will get
tired.
Finally, on the day of the exam you have to reach on time because if you are late you will be confused
and will keep thinking about the time while writing the exam and will not be able to concentrate
well on your answers. Also, when you start writing the exam, you should read all the questions
properly and this should be done more than two times to understand them well and then answer
the questions that you know well, first.
In conclusion, by the above mentioned steps, the student will surely write a good exam without any
fear.

MECIT WHERE I FOUND MYSELF
Asma Al Shehhi

Academic life in MECIT is really fantastic. During four years of studying here I have gained a lot
of skills which developed my personality through peer tutor program in which I have helped my
colleagues in their studies enjoying sharing the knowledge with them and developing my core skills
in such areas by reading more and practicing more and more.
Being enrolled in a student technology leader’s team, I have expanded my technical and
communication skills through learning advanced technical skills and learnt how to communicate
with different level of people with different kind of personalities.
All of the above along with my course of specialization, have helped me to draw my bright future,
which I hope to come true.
Thank you MECIT, I am proud to be your student.
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HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL STUDENT
Basma Saleh Al Mujaini (10F 6769)

Today’s students are tomorrow’s leaders. The qualities of the student clearly determine the students’
bright future and career. The definition of a “student” is anyone who attends school, college, or
university.
Basically a good student possesses the ability and willingness to learn new subjects, even the
subjects that are not interesting. Acquiring the academic skills is the most important quality of a
good student. The key areas in which a good student must be proficient are the following:
• read comprehensively
• write effectively
• speak fluently
• communicate well
He or she should also have the ability to apply the results of his or her learning in a creative way and
achieve the goals set by him or her.
Managing the time is an important factor that every good student must possess. Delaying the tasks,
such as writing assignments, reading text books, etc, may negatively impact the ability of a student
and prevent him/her from achieving the goals.
Furthermore, to be a good student you have to work hard yourself and put in all the effort to ensure
a successful future obtaining good knowledge, apt skills and having good experience. The ability
or willingness to learn, understanding the subjects, memorizing and seeking achievement, all have
an effect on the good students and help them to be more creative in the period of their education.

A BIG CHANGE IN MY LIFE
Murtadha Juma Abdullah Al Khaet

There are a lot of changes that have happened to me and my life since I started studying in MECIT.
Firstly the knowledge dimension: My knowledge has considerably improved and further, the
information I now have about organizational matters has increased. The way I see things now, has
also changed. This is primarily because of changes in my manner of thinking.
Secondly the time factor and my life: I don’t have a lot of time to spend with my family as I had before
enrolling on this programme, hence this is another big change that has happened to me. Most of
the time I feel under pressure, which has resulted in a lot of changes with respect to a lot of things
in and around me.
In real words now I understand and consider the meaning and importance of time and when some
people say that “Time means money”, I feel it is really true.
Lastly, another important change that has happened is in terms of my expenses and my salary.
Hence overall I feel that changes keep on happening and we should move on with change. Each of
us needs to learn a lot from the changes that happen around us!
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FOR SOME LIGHTER MOMENTS…
Contributed by Tahani Ali Mohamed Al Harrasy (11F 8025)

FIND 10 DIFFERENCES

Wife to husband
Wife : what are you looking for?
Husband: nothing
Wife : nothing?? You have been reading our marriage
certificate for an hour?
Husband : I was just looking for the expiry date!

FUN ZONE

Joke
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Believe it or not.. Amazing Facts!

An ostrich’s eye is bigger than its brain.

A goldfish has a memory span of three seconds.

During your lifetime, you’ll eat about 60,000
pounds of food, that’s the weight of about 6
elephants!

Women blink nearly twice as much as men
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Our eyes always remain the same size from birth
to adulthood, but our nose and ears never stop
growing.

It is impossible to lick your own elbow.

Puzzle

There was a man walking on a sandy desert and every time he looked behind him, he didn’t see any
footprints. There was no strong wind on that day. What could be the reason?

Math

Complete the table with the appropriate number.

2

4

9

?

3

7

1

8

6

Puzzle: The man didn’t see his footprints because of his long dress.
Math: Answer is 5.
34

Answers
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